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available to users who
have active maintenance

and support. global
mapper 13 is the first
release of the highly

anticipated and
anticipated online data
tool. it allows users to
easily access and map
data stored online. it

includes full post-
processing features

including the ability to
create buffers, buffers
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with distance, and
calculate area. this is a

valuable tool for creating
custom maps for your

organization. other
features include on-the-

fly edits and a live-
updating feature for
maps, feature and

attribute editing, and
simple to complex map
editing. the increased

functionality and features
in global mapper allows
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you to analyze your data
with greater efficiency.

global mapper 13
provides users with a

wealth of tools to analyze
their data, including an
interactive map editor,
attribute comparisons,
basic transformations,

and custom map
creation. another feature
allows users to create a

vector layer that is a
combination of multiple
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vector layers or features.
this is useful when

mapping the boundaries
of a subdivision or county
that has a large number

of parcels. global mapper
13 has many new
features including

enhanced buffer analysis,
which allows users to
define a buffer around
any point on the map.
you can also create a
buffer around a set of
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features or all of the
features in a layer. global
mapper 13 provides a full

range of functionality
including moving,

rotating, and scaling
features to analyze data
and create custom maps.
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